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Interpretation of LowTemperature Data Part V:

The Magnetite
Verwey Transition
(Part B): Field-Cooling
Effects on Stoichiometric
Magnetite Below T V
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Subir Banerjee, IRM
This installment of the IRM Quarterly series on
low-temperature data returns to our friend magnetite.
The first magnetite article (IRM Quarterly, 20:4, Winter,
2011) focused on the history and initial observations of
the magnetite Verwey transition (Tv~120 K), as well as
the basic physics and crystallographic transformation at
the transition and a quick overview of its effects on magnetic properties. In this issue, we focus on the behavior
of magnetite at T < Tv, restricting our discussion to pure
(stoichiometric) magnetite, and emphasizing the effects of
magnetic fields applied while cooling through Tv. In the
context of common experiments performed at the IRM,
we will focus on the interrelated magnetic and crystallographic behavior of magnetite and as it passes through
Tv in the presence or absence of magnetic fields.
Cation substitution, oxidation, stress, and pressure can
have dramatic effects on the temperature and nature of the
transition, and we will reserve discussion of these for a
future article. We will also devote an entire future issue
to low-temperature demagnetization of room-temperature
remanences carried by magnetite.

Review of the nature of Tv and the lowtemperature polymorph of magnetite
At temperatures above Tv, magnetite is a ferrimagnetic
semiconductor, properties which are related to its inverse
spinel structure, with the tetrahedral (A) sites occupied
by ferrous ions, and the octahedral (B) sites containing
both ferrous and ferric ions. The electrical conductivity
arises mainly from “electron hopping” between the mixedvalence octahedral ions, and the spontaneous magnetization is due to antiferromagnetic coupling of the A and B

Figure 1. Magnetite octohedra from Cerro Huanaquino, Bolivia. Photo
by Rob Lavinsky, iRocks.com (via Wikipedia Commons).

sublattices. As discussed in the previous article, at the
Verwey transition there is a large decrease in electrical
conductivity (Verwey, 1939) due to a cessation in electron
hopping. Spontaneous magnetization intensity changes
only minimally if at all, but there is a dramatic increase in
magnetocrystalline anisotropy related to a crystallographic
change from cubic (T > Tv) to monoclinic (T < Tv). These
interrelated effects have a dramatic impact on magnetic
properties, with domain state and crystal orientation playing additional roles.
At T > Tv, magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy is at a
minimum when magnetization is oriented along the <111>
cubic body diagonal. However, for magnetite crystals that
are not perfectly equant, shape anisotropy dominates so
that the easy axis of magnetization prefers to lie in the
direction of particle elongation. As T approaches Tv from
above, the cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants
(K1, K2) both approach zero, and at ~130K, K1 changes
sign. At this isotropic point, the magnetocrystalline
easy axis changes from <111> to <100>, but the crystal
structure remains cubic until further cooling to Tv, where
it becomes monoclinic.
The c-axis of the monoclinic phase is closely aligned
with one of the <100> axes of the cubic phase, and the
monoclinic a- and b- axes correspond to face-diagonal
orientations of the cubic phase. There is a slight distortion of the cubic lattice, approximately equivalent to an
elongation along the cubic <110>, and the monoclinic
c axis makes an angle of about 0.23 degrees with the
cubic <100>. In particles larger than a few microns, this
spontaneous strain is relieved by the formation of twin
domains, effectively monoclinic crystallites, each having
its own crystallographic orientation with a c-axis along
one of the original cube edges. The monoclinic a- b- and cont’d. on
c- axes are respectively the hard, intermediate and easy pg. 7...
magnetic axes. Because monoclinic magnetocrystalline
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Many paleomagnetic studies in the Appalachian belt
revealed the occurrence of a pervasive Kiaman remagnetization [1]. However, the origin of this remagnetization is
not fully understood. Hypotheses about burial [2] or fluid
circulation [3] have been tested, without a unique answer.
Here, I investigate the rock magnetic mineralogy of carbonates and claystones to provide additional constraints.
With respect to burial indicators, a peak temperature
>200°C can be inferred in the Devonian shales from vitrinite data (Ro>2%) and Conodont Alteration Index (CAI
3.5-4) [4]. This contradicts with fluid inclusion microthermometry which suggests a maximum burial temperature
~150°C for the Devonian shales [5-8]. It is known from
the work of [9], later confirmed by other authors [10-12],
that pyrrhotite develops at the expense of magnetite for
temperatures >200°C. Thus, the identification of pyrrhotite
may be a good test to provide burial constraints.
During my visit, I focused on low-temperature investigations and more particularly the occurrence of pyrrhotite
through the identification of the Besnus transition at 32
K [13]. The studied sedimentary rocks are of Silurian to
Carboniferous age and are both mainly limestones (section A, Silurian-Early Devonian) and claystones (section
B, Early Devonian-Early Carboniferous). The limestones
from section A recorded the Late Paleozoic Kiaman remagnetization which occurred during the folding event
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(Alleghanian orogeny) (see [1] for a review; [2]). The
carrier of this remagnetization is magnetite with superparamagnetic (SP) to single domain (SD) size [14-15].
Section B included the high petroleum potential Marcellus
Fm. which triggers a renewed interest in the Appalachians.

Magnetic properties
I performed low temperature measurements with
a MPMS. In the sequence used, a small magnetic field
of 5 μT is applied while cooling the RT-SIRM (Room
Temperature – Saturation Isothermal Remanent Magnetization). I also ran FORCs (First-Order Reversal Curves)
and hysteresis loops at room temperature with a VSM.
I identified three distinct magnetic signals called
hereafter S1, S2 and S3. The S1 signal is shown in Figure
1A and represents about 36% of the analyzed samples.
It is characterized by an increase of the RT-SIRM from
300 to 10 K, which is typical of goethite [16]. It may
display the Verwey transition of magnetite (~120 K). The
warming curve called ZFC (Zero Field Cooled) decays
monotonically to ~150-170 K and then decreases very
rapidly to ~200-250 K where a break in slope occurs. The
remanence is then quasi-stable to 300 K. We suggest that
this feature represents nanoparticles of goethite [17]. The
FORC diagrams (Figure 1B) show that there is a soft noninteracting SD magnetic mineral with a low coercive field
Hc (~10 mT). It is probably the authigenic SD magnetite
responsible for the remagnetization. Hysteresis loops
carried out on the samples indicate a mixture of different
coercive/grain-size minerals (Figure 1C) as a result of
the wasp-waisted shape of the curve. This wasp-waisted
feature is characteristic of the remagnetized limestones
in North America [14].
A second type of magnetic signal called S2 (3% of
the studied samples) is only found in the limestones (Figure 2A). It is characteristic of micron pyrrhotite [18-19].
The FORC diagram (Figure 2B) shows the occurrence
of a low-coercive SD mineral, similar to the S1 signal.
It is probably magnetite. The S2 signal occurs near the
Alleghanian Structural Front.
A third magnetic signal called S3 is found in the

Figure 1. Magnetic signal S1: A) MPMS measurement, B) FORC diagram and C) hysteresis loop from the Tonoloway Formation (limestone from
section A)

Figure 2. Magnetic signal S2: A) MPMS
measurement and B) FORC diagram
from Tonoloway Formation (limestone
from section A)

claystones/siltstones (Figure 3). It represents the majority
of the magnetic signals identified in the study area (44%
of the studied samples). The S3 signal is characterized by
a ZFC curve displaying a 2-step pattern as described by
[20]. The drop of the remanence between 10 and ~35 K
on the ZFC curve indicated the occurrence of SP grains.
Both ZFC and RT-SIRM curves show the Verwey transition of stoichiometric SD magnetite. The increase of the
magnetization from ~100 to 10 K on the RT-SIRM curve
is called P-behavior and has a debated origin [21]. The
room temperature hysteresis loops and FORC diagrams
of samples displaying the S3 signal are poorly defined
and hardly interpretable. This could be due to a higher
paramagnetic input (e.g. clays) and a lower magnetization.

Magnetic assemblage and burial history
It appears from this study that the magnetic assemblages identified in the West Virginia samples are
stratigraphically distributed, suggesting that lithologic or
burial/thermal control may occur. The goethite-magnetite
assemblage of S1 samples are situated mostly within the
lower part of the stratigraphic section from the Tonoloway
Formation to the Oriskany Sandstone (section A). The
samples displaying the S3 signal are located in the upper
part of the section from the Needmore Shale to the Chemung Group (section B). This stratigraphic distribution
is probably influenced by lithologic parameters. Indeed,
the section A is mainly limestones and the section B is
mainly shales-siltstones.
The occurrence of neoformed stoichiometric magnetite and the absence of micron pyrrhotite in most collected
samples lead to the fact that the rocks do not undergo
burial temperatures higher than 200°C, except locally near
the Alleghanian Structural Front [19,10]. The neoformed
magnetite is the magnetic carrier of the widespread remagnetization of the Late Paleozoic sedimentary rocks in
North America, recording the reverse Kiaman Superchron
[1]. These observations and those from parallel studies
lead us to propose a magnetic model of burial by recognizing characteristic magnetic minerals. A temperature
range from ~50 to ~250°C is represented by neoformed
magnetite. At temperatures higher than 250°C, micron
pyrrhotite is the typical mineral [22]. Hence, the study of
the magnetic assemblage of the Appalachians describes

the “magnetite window” and the onset of the “pyrrhotite
window”.
The different magnetic assemblage may be also
related to fluid circulation history, even if care was taken
to sample away from the veins. Goethite, from section A
samples, may be formed by oxidation of magnetite due
to meteoric water circulation, as suggested by [8]. During
uplift (post-folding event) breaching of folds by fracturing occurred. This allowed penetration of such oxidizing
fluids in fracture zones. This magnetic assemblage would
also correspond to burial temperatures > 110-120°C in
absence of fluids influence. In an analogous study in the
South Part of the Alpine belt (Grès d’Annot turbidites),
we have reported a similar magnetic assemblage [23]. The
occurrence of the S3 signal in samples from section B corresponds to the zone where “warm” brines circulated in
the Central Appalachians during the Alleghanian Orogeny
(e.g., [7]) and ranging from 160 to >200°C in temperature
[5,6,8]. Such high temperatures are unlikely to represent
the ambient temperatures experienced by the host rocks.
Fluid inclusion analyses in Devonian Marcellus Shale [5]
show that the sedimentary rocks experienced maximum



Figure 3. Magnetic signal S3 from the Chemung Group (claystones from
section B)
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burial temperatures of 120 to 145°C. These “warm” fluids
may be also responsible for hydrocarbons flushing from
the Valley & Ridge Province into the Appalachian Plateau.
Then section B may represent hydrocarbons migration
pathway by tectonically driven fluids leading to a reductive environment favoring the formation of magnetite and
iron sulfides (e.g., [24]).
At this stage, it remains quite difficult to conclude on
the origin of the magnetic assemblages identified in this
part of West Virginia.
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Current Articles
A list of current research articles dealing with various topics in
the physics and chemistry of magnetism is a regular feature of
the IRM Quarterly. Articles published in familiar geology and
geophysics journals are included; special emphasis is given to
current articles from physics, chemistry, and materials-science
journals. Most abstracts are taken from INSPEC (© Institution
of Electrical Engineers), Geophysical Abstracts in Press (©
American Geophysical Union), and The Earth and Planetary
Express (© Elsevier Science Publishers, B.V.), after which
they are subjected to Procrustean culling for this newsletter.
An extensive reference list of articles (primarily about rock
magnetism, the physics and chemistry of magnetism, and some
paleomagnetism) is continually updated at the IRM. This list,
with more than 10,000 references, is available free of charge.
Your contributions both to the list and to the Abstracts section
of the IRM Quarterly are always welcome.
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a)

energy is >> cubic magnetocrystalline energy, it plays a
dominant role in controlling magnetization at T < Tv.

Applied field:
1) 43.5 mT
2) 54.4 mT
3) 62.0 mT*
4) 78.3 mT

Pioneering Studies
The application of a magnetic field applied during
cooling through the Verwey transition can have strong
effects on the physical properties of the low-temperature
Fe3O4 polymorph, as first reported by Li (1932). Working with natural single-crystal magnetite samples cut
into disks parallel to the (100), (110) and (111) planes,
Li measured components of in-plane magnetization
parallel and perpendicular (Mperp) to an applied field, at
temperatures just above and just below Tv (Fig. 2). His
Figures 11 and 13, reproduced here (Fig. 3), show Mperp as
a function of applied field angle in the (111) plane, for the
two temperatures. Above Tv there are three maxima and
three minima over the 180-degree range of orientations,
showing the triaxial anisotropy expected for a cubic crystal in that plane. Below Tv, in contrast, a strong uniaxial
anisotropy is indicated by the high-amplitude Mperp curve
with a single maximum and minimum.
When Li changed the orientation of the field applied
during cooling through Tv, he discovered that the anisotropy of the low-T magnetite changed accordingly (Fig.
4), leading him to write “It seems as if we can locate the
position of maxima and minima of the curves of these two
components in any position that we please, depending
on the position of the field when it is cooling.” We are
accustomed to thinking of a crystal with fixed easy-axis
orientations along which the magnetic moment aligns
itself to minimize energy; here we have the reciprocal situation, in which the easy axis aligns itself with a moment
whose orientation is fixed by a strong applied field. Li
also found that cooling through Tv without an applied field
yielded a weak triaxial anisotropy. This was the first of
what have come to be known as “FC-ZFC” experiments,
involving comparison of low-temperature properties in
the field-cooled (FC) and zero-field-cooled (ZFC) states.
Verwey was inspired by Li’s results to perform his
own FC-ZFC experiment. His model of charge ordering
in the low-T state of magnetite involved ferrous and ferric ions occurring in alternating (001) planes and aligned
along [110] or [-110]. This suggested that conductivity
should be anisotropic, but “this will be measurable only
if the direction of the tetragonal axis can be fixed. Ching
Hsien Li has found that a single crystal of Fe304 becomes
magnetically anisotropic at low temperature. Hence it

Figure 2. Schematic demonstrating torque experiments of Li (1932)
described above.

b)

Applied field:
1) 43.5 mT
2) 54.4 mT
3) 62.0 mT
4) 78.3 mT

Figure 3. The normal component of in-plane (111) magnetization at
118 K (a) and at 107 K (b), plotted against angular position. From
Li (1932; Figs. 11, 12). *The original caption reads 43.5 mT, but we
assume this is a typo.

seems possible to fix the tetragonal axis with the aid of a
magnetic field.” Lacking good single crystals upon which
to experiment, Verwey et al. (1947) “had to use, therefore,
sintered bars of pure Fe304, consisting of agglomerates of
small crystals oriented in all directions, where the expected
effect will be reduced considerably.” Nevertheless they
found a significant FC-ZFC-related anisotropy, with conductivities (in units of 10-3 ohm-1 cm-1) of 7.19 parallel to
the cooling field, 6.18 perpendicular to it, and 6.45 for the
ZFC case. This supported the charge ordering model, with
conductivity “highest in directions where Fe2+ and Fe3+
alternate, and lowest in directions where one meets either
only Fe2+ or only Fe3+ ions. Hence it is to be expected that
the conductivity will be highest parallel to the magnetic
field; that is, more or less parallel to the directions in which
the c-axis has been ‘frozen in.’”
After various x-ray studies had failed to provide a
clear picture of the crystallography of the low-T phase,
Bickford (1953) directly measured changes in length along
different crystal orientations during cooling or warming
through the transition, using strain gauges cemented to
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Figure 4. The normal component of in-plane (111) magnetization following cooling through 113 K with the field aligned with the marked 0
direction on the crystal (1), with the field aligned 60° from the 0 direction
(2), and with the field alinged 120° from the 0 position (3). From Li
(1932, Fig. 16).

single-crystal specimens. The cubic <100> most closely
aligned with a cooling field was found to shorten by a small
amount on becoming the monoclinic c axis, whereas the
two perpendicular cube edges expanded slightly. Accordingly, Bickford found that c-axis selection could also be
accomplished by applying uniaxial pressure along one of
the cube edges during cooling, although somewhat less
effectively than by field cooling, as evidenced by low-T
hysteresis measurements (Fig. 5). He also discovered
that the c-axis established by field cooling could still be
changed at 98 K by applying a strong field along one of
the other cube edge orientations. Maximum extension on
cooling through Tv occurred along the cubic <110> that
becomes the monoclinic a-axis. Bickford suggested that
a twin-free monoclinic crystal could be produced by a
combination of FC c-axis selection and compression along
one of the <110> axes perpendicular to the cooling field,
to control the a-axis orientation. A similar scheme was
later used by Abe et al (1976) to produce untwinned single
crystals for low-T torque measurements to determine the
monoclinic anisotropy constants.

and cooling through Tv in a 2.5-T applied field. To minimize energy, the monoclinic c axis forms in each particle
along the cube edge closest to the applied field, and when
the field is removed after further cooling, the moment of
each particle rotates from the applied field direction into
alignment with this easy axis. Think about it for a moment
and you will see that the remanence acquired by such a
population through the FC process is exactly the same as
that which would be acquired by isothermal magnetization
of randomly-oriented SD particles having cubic anisotropy
and easy axes along <100>, i.e., 0.832*Ms (e.g., Dunlop
& Özdemir, 1997, eq 11.16). In contrast, random c-axis
selection during ZFC yields an isotropic population of
monoclinic grains which, when magnetized isothermally
in a strong field, acquires a low-T SIRM equal to 0.5*Ms
(the same as the room-T SIRM acquired by a population
of uniaxial SD particles). The ratio of intensities MFC/
MZFC for these ideal SD populations at low temperature
is therefore 0.832/0.5=1.664. This ratio has been labelled
RLT by Smirnov (2009), who measured it as a function of
grain size for magnetites of variable stoichiometry, finding
maximum values near 1.3 for his finest-grained samples.
Similar results are shown in Figure 7 for silicate grains
with magnetite inclusions from the Bushveld complex (J.
Feinberg, unpublished data).
We noted above that for particles cooled in the absence of a field, c-axis selection is commonly considered
to be a random process. Alternatively, however, it has
been suggested (Bickford, 1953; Medrano et al., 1999;
Smirnov and Tarduno, 2002; Muxworthy and Williams,
2006; Kasama et al 2010), that ZFC c-axis selection may
be influenced or controlled by magnetic moment orientations during cooling through Tv, although to a much lesser
degree than for FC. In this case, a c-axis is selected which
is closest to the high-temperature (T>Tv) moment of each
individual grain or domain.
Having produced low-T FC and ZFC remanent

Effects on Remanence Acquired at T < Tv
Remanence acquired in the low temperature state depends on whether or not the sample was cooled in a field
through Tv, and there are some counterintuitive differences
between the single-domain (SD) and multi-domain (MD)
cases. When this low-T remanence is heated through Tv,
remanence is lost as the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
changes by a factor of about fifteen, and the easy axis of
magnetization typically changes due to the shifting balance between crystallographic and shape control. In MD
particles various additional factors contribute to changes
in remanence, and in general the effects of the Verwey
transition are more pronounced in larger particles. We
start by describing the (relatively) simple SD case.

Single Domain Case
Imagine a population of SD magnetite with randomlyoriented crystallographic axes, magnetized to saturation,
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Figure 5. Hysteresis loops at 88 K for a single magnetite crystal. a) Schematic showing direction of measurement field with respect to crystal. b)
Loop after cooling through Tv with field parallel to measurement axis.
c) After cooling with field perpendicular to measurement axis. d) After
cooling in zero field. e) After cooling in zero field, but with pressure applied along measurement axis. f) Cooling as in (c), but loops measured
on warming through Tv. From Bickford (1953; Fig. 2)

M (Am2/kg)

FC remenance
ZFC remanence

Temperature (K)



Figure 6. Anatomy of an FC-ZFC remanence data set. Squares show
zero-field warming (M1 through M4) of a remanence acquired by fieldcooling from 300K in a 2.5-T field; circles show zero-field warming (M5
through M8) of a remanence acquired isothermally in a 2.5-T at 20 K
after zero-field-cooling from 300K. In both cases the loss of remanence
associated with the monoclinic-to-cubic transition occurs over a range of
temperatures around Tv, from about 100K to 130K for this sample (a
plagioclase crystal from the Bushveld Complex containing exsolved SD
magnetite; unpublished data of J. M. Feinberg).
Quantities calculated form such data sets typically include estimates
of Tv and of the associated loss of remanence. The transition temperature
is most commonly quantified as the point of maximum (negative) slope,
about 118 K here. Alternatively it can be taken to coincide with the point
of maximum upward curvature at a slightly higher temperature (123.5K
in this data set), analogous to the “two-tangents” method of defining Curie
temperatures from strong-field thermomagnetic data. The remanence drop
can be quantified in several ways. Moskowitz et al. (1993) defined the
“delta” parameters δFC= (M2-M3)/M2 and δZFC= (M6-M7)/M6 as the
fractional remanence loss between 80K and 150K. The ratio δFC/δZFC
is in general an indicator of magnetite grain size (values greater than
one occurring only for SD populations, and values ~1 for all larger sizes).
Smirnov (2009) defines the RLT ratio (=M1/M5) and shows that it covers
a wider range of values, less than 1 for MD populations (down to about
0.6) and greater than 1 for SD samples (up to about 1.3).

M (Am2/kg)

magnetizations, let us now consider what happens while
warming them through Tv. A decrease in net magnetization results as individual SD particle moments rotate
from one easy axis at low temperature to another at high
temperature (Fig. 6). Two things that we might expect
based on common-sense reasoning turn out to be generally
true. First, the intensity of remanence remaining above
Tv is the same for both the FC and ZFC cases (since the
FC-induced anisotropy disappears, and the distribution
of easy-axis orientations is the same as in the ZFC case).
Second, the magnitude of the remanence loss is related to
the relative magnitude of the shape and magnetocrystalline
anisotropy energies. Although at T < Tv magnetocrystalline anisotropy is dominant, shape is still important and
the remanent moment of each SD particle orients itself
somewhere between the crystallographic c-axis and the
dimensional long axis. Particles with higher aspect rations
will therefore suffer less remanence loss on warming.
Numerical models (Carter-Stiglitz et al., 2002) showed
that for randomly-oriented particles with weak shape
anisotropy, a ZFC low-T SIRM loses half its remanence
on warming through Tv, and the fractional loss diminishes
with increasing elongation, as well as with increasing grain

FC remenance
ZFC remanence
Temperature (K)
Figure 7. Sample with intact bacterial magnetosome chains, somewhat
oxidized by exposure to air (Tv ~100K).

size (also seen in experimental data, Özdemir et al., 2002).
Moskowitz et al. (1993) observed that variation in
magnetization across Tv serves as a diagnostic indicator
of magnetosomes in intact chains. For a magnetization
acquired at low temperature the fractional loss of remanence on warming across Tv is defined as ∂ = (M80K-M150K)/
M80K. Moskowitz et al. (1993) observed that the loss for
a remanence acquired after cooling in a strong field (∂FC)
is always greater than that for a ZFC remanence (∂ZFC).
This, as described above, is expected for all SD populations, biogenic or not, due to the induced anisotropy of
the FC state. But notably, Moskowitz et al. (1993) found
that the ∂-ratio (∂FC/∂ZFC) was > 2 for intact magnetosome
chains and < 2 for samples with inorganic SD particles or
with disrupted chains. It is easy to imagine factors that
may be responsible for this unique signature of bacterial
magnetosome chains. Often the magnetosomes have
shape and room-temperature crystallographic easy axes
that coincide: they are “manufactured” to be elongated
along a <111> axis. Moreover there are strong magnetostatic interactions among neighboring particles in the
intracellular chains.
These factors were simulated in numerical models
by Carter-Stiglitz et al. (2004), who found that elevated
∂-ratios can best be explained by non-stoichiometry. We
will cover this topic extensively in a future article; for the
present we will simply note that maghemitization results in
a decrease in magnetocrystalline anisotropy at T < Tv, thus
resulting in a decreasing ∂ in both FC and ZFC curves. As
can be seen in Figure 7, ∂ZFC is often very low in samples
with bacterial magnetite, and consequently the ∂-ratio can
be quite large (up to about 6 in the models of Carter-Stiglitz
et al., 2004). The effects of partial maghemitization are
greater in the ZFC case, because in the FC case there is an
easy-axis bias. Thus, the elevated ∂-ratios are a sensitive
indicator of SSD magnetite, but not conclusively biogenic
in origin. Furthermore, the experimental and modeling
results suggest that magnetosomes become partially
oxidized extremely rapidly and/or they may not produce
perfectly stoichiometric magnetite.
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Susceptibility and hysteresis in the FC and ZFC states
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Space limitations and basic human decency prevent
us from plunging into all the gory details, but for MD
magnetite, the hard wall pinning in the twinned low-T state
that is responsible for retention of strong ZFC remanence
can also be seen in low-field susceptibility and high-field
hysteresis measurements as functions of temperature
and cooling fields (Kosterov 2003; Carter-Stiglitz et al.
2006; Kosterov & Fabian 2008). The monoclinic phase
is significantly harder magnetically in the ZFC state than
in the FC state (when measurements are made parallel to
the cooling field), having lower susceptibility (Fig. 9),
higher coercivity, and higher Mr/Ms ratios.
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When MD magnetite cools through Tv, the resulting
magnetic state is complicated (compared to the SD case)
by the presence of both domain walls and transformational
twins. Kasama et al. (2010) indicate 24 possible orientational variants, each having the monoclinic c-axis aligned
along one of the cubic <100> axes and the monoclinic
a-axis along one of the cubic face diagonals perpendicular
to c. Twin domains with any of these orientations are
separated by twin walls from other twin domains having differing orientations. Various configurations are
possible; for example a twin wall may separate domains
having different hard (a) axis orientations but identical
easy axes, or the wall may be a boundary where two
c-axes intersect at right angles. Because of the intense
magnetocrystalline anisotropy, the latter type of twin
wall is also necessarily a 90° domain wall. Such twin
configurations and the resultant immobile domain walls
exert strong controls on the low-T magnetitc properties of
magnetite. Kasama et al. (2010) have produced amazing
videos of the monoclinic twins nucleating and growing
in cubic magnetite as it cools through Tv.
One of the peculiar features of MD magnetite is that in
contrast to the SD case, a ZFC low-T SIRM has a higher
intensity than a FC SIRM (Fig. 8). This was first reported
by Brachfeld et al. (2001, 2002) and was also observed by
Kosterov (2001, 2003) who proposed that the degree of
easy-axis alignment with respect to the applied field (at
low-T) could lead to lowered coercivity in the FC state.
Further work (Carter-Stiglitz et al., 2006; Kosterov &
Fabian 2008) suggests that the elevated remanence in the
ZFC state arises from the twin boundaries which serve to
pin domain walls and produce an effectively smaller magnetic grain size. In the FC case, the formation of twins is
suppressed (particularly those with c axes at a high angle
to the cooling field) because of the field-induced easy axis
selection (described above), resulting in an overall softer
magnetization. The 180° domain walls that form in this
case are more easily moved than the 90° twin boundaries/
domain walls that form in the ZFC case.

FC

Χ (m3/kg)

Multi-Domain Case

Χ (m3/kg)

Figure 8. Wright magnetite 041183 (nominal size = 14 μm). Note that
a characteristic feature of MD magnetite is a ZFC remenance that is
larger than an FC remenance. Also note a greater loss of remanence on
warming across Tv compared to the SD case (Fig. 7).

Temperature (K)
Figure 9. Wright magnetite 041183 (nominal size = 14 μm). Susceptibility (measured in 7 frequencies from 1-100 Hz) measured on warming
following zero-field cooling (top) and field cooling (bottom). Note that
the origin of the anomaly ~50K is unknown and will be the subject of
a future article.

Pseudo-Single-Domain Case
Many properties of PSD grains are indistinguishable
from those of suitable mixtures of SD and MD grains (e.g.,
Dunlop, 2002), and to a large extent the same is also true of
simple FC-ZFC remanence experiments. For example, an
observed RLT approximately equal to one could correspond
to a mixture of SD (RLT >1) and MD (RLT <1) particles, or
it could be due to a unimodal distribution of intermediatesized PSD grains. However Smirnov (2006a,b, 2007)
has discovered some distinctive PSD behavior at low
temperatures in hysteresis and FORC measurements in

the FC and ZFC states. In the “field memory effect”,
low-T hysteresis loops exhibit some distortion in the field
range corresponding to the cooling field (several mT to
tens of mT) and FORC diagrams exhibit double peaks,
roughly symmetric around a horizontal line corresponding to the cooling field. These effects were found only
in unimodal populations with sizes in the PSD range; SD
and MD populations and mixtures thereof exhibited no
“field memory” effects.

Behavior of other minerals in FC-ZFC experiments
Quantitative measures of Verwey-transition-related
behavior generally get fouled up by the presence of
other remanence-carrying phases in natural samples.
Maghemite and greigite have no low-temperature transitions, and when they are thermally stable (larger than the
SP-SSD threshold at room temperature) their remanence
is almost independent of temperature for T < 300K. A
large contribution from either therefore drives RLT towards
1, and ∂FC and ∂ZFC towards zero; the ratio ∂FC/∂ZFC nevertheless remains a good indicator of the presence of bacterial magnetite as long as at least 10% of the remanence
is carried by intact magnetosome chains (Moskowitz et
al., 1993). Things are more troublesome when there are
significant contributions from other magnetites (e.g., collapsed chains or detrital populations); in such situations
the “bug test” gives a positive result only when 80-90%
or more of the remanence is due to magnetosome chains.
Goethite is another villain in the bacterial magnetite
story. It has no low-temperature transition, but there is
usually a very large difference between FC and ZFC remanences due to the combination of very high coercivity
and relatively low ordering temperature (~400K; Özdemir
and Dunlop, 1996). Isothermal strong-field magnetization
at 10K or 20K is quite ineffective at producing a strong
remanence in the ZFC state in this very hard material, even
when 2.5 T is applied; cooling in the same field from 300K
(T/TN~0.75) magnetizes much more efficiently through
the combined thermal and magnetic field energies, in effect producing a strong-field pTRM. RLT is commonly 5
or more, and ∂FC can sometimes be larger for pure goethite
than for pure bacterial magnetites.
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